A polarized strong category consists of a cartesian category, X, and a category Y, together with a module M : X × Y − → Y equipped with a strong composition and identities. These categories can be used to provide an abstract setting for investigating computational setting with complexity below primitive recursive. This paper develops the theory of polarized strong categories, explains how they relate to the theory of fibrations, and provides a concrete example which illustrates their applicability to these lower complexity systems of computation.
Introduction
It is well-known that having a (strong) natural number object in a monoidal category immediately delivers all primitive recursive functions [19] . Therefore, to obtain settings which realize lower complexities something quite drastic has to be done.
An attractive feature, however, of a natural number object is that, as an initial data type, it arrives packaged with a universal property which enforces certain basic equalities on the maps involving that type. In the initial models of a doctrine involving such a type, these equalities become the basis for generating all the equality judgements. As computation is often viewed as arising from initial settings, this native notion of equality is of considerable interest.
In dealing with settings which are below primitive recursive our interest is not merely in the presence or absence of maps but also in the notion of equality which they support. Therefore, we would like data types, even in these settings, to deliver a universal property and whence a native notion of equality.
This paper describes for lower complexity settings how initial inductive data types -together with their corresponding universal property -can be supplied by moving to polarized strong categories. We illustrate this with a simple semantic setting, which we develop in some detail, which uses R-sized sets 5 and polynomially bounded maps. The significance of this example is that its arithmetic power is strictly less than primitive recursive (because of the explicit polynomial bound) although it is at least as powerful as PSPACE (as only the size of the output is controlled).
The example, of course, opens the question of whether the full system we describe can capture Polynomial Time (PTIME) and Polynomial Space (PSPACE) computations. For discussion of these matters see the conclusion of this paper and the report [20] in which a much fuller type theory is discussed in support of a PTIME programming language called Pola which is currently being developed by Mike Burrell [3] .
The focus of the current paper is on the categorical doctrines 6 which can be used for modeling the proof theories of these lower complexity settings.
The nucleus from which this paper grew was the realization that the system of Bellantoni and Cook [2] for describing PTIME had an immediate interpretation as a proof theory for a polarized logic. Polarities were introduced by Girard [6] to classify the behavior of the logical connectives in his "constructive" classical logic LC -his idea was directly related to Andreoli's notion of focussing [1] . Olivier Laurent [14] further developed these ideas and quickly realized that there was a compelling connection to games [15] : these and further references to related developments are described in [7] .
The general categorical proof theory for polarized logics and games is described in [4] and uses the notion of a polarized category. A polarized category is simply a module is the domain of the module (the "opponent" world) and the category which is the codomain (the "player world"). While Bellantoni and Cook used the terms "ordinary" and "safe" (respectively) for the two worlds of computation -rather than the game theory inspired terminology used here -it was clear that they were employing the technique of polarizing to achieve separation for computation.
Bellantoni and Cook's system of safe recursion, which only considered binary natural numbers, was a simplification of a slightly earlier system developed by Leivant [16] which had general inductive data types and infinitely many tiers (although two sufficed). Both these systems allowed duplication in their "safe" worlds and focused on controlling the recursion. The categorical doctrine we present, however, uses a further crucial idea introduced by Hofmann [10] : he realized that it was advantageous to assume that the player (or safe) world is affine -so one cannot duplicate data. This allows one to restrict the "safe" or player world to constant time computations (in context). The intuition is then that "iterating" (parameterized) constant time computations keeps one within polynomial time.
Of course, a categorical doctrine which demands that the player world be affine is quite happy to accept as a model a system which has duplication as well. Thus, the above mentioned systems are not ruled out from being a model of a categorical doctrine which assumes an affine player world.
However, Hofmann's reason for insisting on an affine world was more fundamental: he had observed that one could not allow certain reasonable patterns of recursion over trees -such as counting their leaves (see section 5.3) -at the same time as allowing their duplication. This is because, with duplication, one can easily construct an exponential size tree by simply repeatedly adding a root node whose children are duplicates of the tree constructed so far. Counting the leaves of such a tree takes one outside PTIME. Leivant's system evaded this problem by supporting a recursion principle which did not permit one to count the leaves of a tree.
There is, thus, a trade-off between the power of the recursion principle and allowing duplication in the player world. In the main system presented here, the player world is higher-order and this commits us to a powerful recursion principle and, whence, to limiting duplication. Of course, we could equally well have taken the other approach: allowing duplication and limiting the recursion principle. However, the power of the recursion principle significantly impacts expressiveness and this severely limits the utility of systems with restrictive recursion principles. Thus, here we have chosen the other direction, namely to promote the use of a more powerful recursion principle, as we feel it holds more promise.
The basic categorical setting
The basic categorical framework of this paper consists of a cartesian category X, a category Y, and a module connecting X × Y − → Y creating a polarized category [4] which is, in addition strong. The category X will referred to as the opponent category (or opponent world) and the category Y is referred to as the player category (or player world) while the module maps are referred to as cross maps.
Polarized strong categories are closely related to certain fibrations (over the opponent world). This provides an alternative and compelling perspective on these setting which we shall wish to exploit. This section, therefore, develops the relationship to fibrations and also introduces R-sized sets which we shall use as a running example to illustrate the theory.
Polarized strong categories
A polarized strong category consists of a cartesian category 8 X (the opponent world), and a category Y (the player world), and a module M :
equipped with a "strong" composition and "strong" identities for the module maps:
(
• Strong identities are natural:
• The strong composition preserves the basic module structure:
In order to demonstate the connection to fibrations we shall want to consider a fixed opponent world and a varying player world and to facilitate this we shall refer to a polarized strong category with opponent world X as an X-strong category. An X-strong functor F : Y − → Y between X-strong categories will then be an ordinary functor F : Y − → Y and a morphism, also labeled F , on cross maps such that:
which preserve the basic module structure (x, F (y))F (h)F (y ) = F ((x, y)hy ) and preserves the strong composition and identities:
Clearly the composite of two X-strong functors is again an X-strong functor. An X-strong transformation between strong functors is an ordinary transformation between the ordinary functors α : F − → F such that for cross maps h we have (1, α)F (h) = F (h)α. We now have: Proposition 2.1 X-strong categories, functors, and transformations form a 2-category, written Str(X).
Fibrational interpretation
Given an X-strong category Y a fibration p : Y − → X can be constructed 9 , called the bundle fibration bun(Y), where the total category Y of this fibration is defined as follows:
Objects: pairs of objects (X, Y ) ∈ X × Y;
It is not hard to check that Y is a category and moreover gives rise to a fibration: Proof. For each map x : X − → X and object (X , Y ) over X , the cartesian lifting is defined as
Proposition 2.3
This assignment extends to a 2-functor bun : Str(X) − → CFib(X) which, moreover, preserves products.
Proof. The preservation of products is immediate from the construction. An X-strong functor F extends to a cartesian functor F on the fibration as follows:
This preserves the cleavage as
) and is a functor as:
and:
The cartesian lifting of a map
. Therefore F is a cartesian functor. A X-strong natural transformation α : F − → G extends to a cartesian natural transformation α : F − → G as follows: the components of the natural transformation are ( 
It is easy to check that this in fact defines a cartesian natural transformation.
2 Given any cartesian category X then X, itself, can be regarded as a Xstrong category by letting the cross maps be:
This makes these cross maps "maps in context". Note that this makes f ; g = a × (f × 1)g. A X-strong functor F then becomes a strong functor in the usual sense [13, 5, 23] .
We now show that there is a functor in the reverse direction: that is, given any fibration (here we consider fibrations with a cleavage) over a cartesian category X the fiber over 1 naturally forms an X-strong category. (1). The strong composition of 
q which preserves the cleavage. The restriction to the fiber over 1 then defines an X strong functor between the induced X-strong categories. Similarly a natural transformation between a morphism of fibrations induces an X-strong transformation. 
We need to show the following universal property:
To do this we indicate how H is defined on (x, f ) ∈ bun(Y) using the lifting property (dotted maps) of the fibration A and the definition (X,
This is clearly unique as the liftings are unique.
To show this is a Galois adjunction it suffices to check that bun(η) is an isomorphism: however, this morphism of fibration is determined by its effect on the fiber over 1 and these fibers are essentially the same category.
2
The fact that there is a Galois adjunction between Str(X) and CFib(X) means that one can identify a common full subcategory: the subcatgory of CFib(X) corresponds to "bundle fibrations" while the full subcategory of Str(X) corresponds more prosaically to the X-strong categories in which Y is already the fibre over 1 in bun(Y).
The category of R-sized-sets
Let R = (R, +, ·, 0, 1, ≤) be a size rig: that is an ordered (commutative) rig R with bottom element 0 (that is 0 ≤ r for all r ∈ R), and order-preserving operations. The canonical rig we have in mind is the natural numbers N (but R ≥0 or Q ≥0 will also do).
The category of R-sized sets with polynomially bounded maps, denoted R-Set poly , is constructed as follows:
Objects: an object is a function α : A − → R. We may think of this as a set A, each of whose elements is assigned an abstract size (i.e. an element of R). These are called R-sized sets;
. In this case we say that p is a bound for f ;
Composition: The usual function composition. The composite is bounded by substitution of polynomials. Identities are the identity functions with identity polynomial bounds.
It is clear that this forms a category. It is furthermore a cartesian category.
The product of R-sized sets α : A − → R and β : B − → R is the sized set
The projection maps, π 0 and π 1 , are bounded by identity polynomials. Given f : C − → A and g : C − → B, the tuple map f, g is bounded by p + q, where p is a bound for f and q is a bound for g. The terminal object is the R-sized set τ : { * } − → R; * → 0. The category of R-sized sets and maps with a constant bound, denoted RSet const , is the subcategory of R-Set poly consisting of R-sized sets and functions
Proof. It remains to describe the module structure. A cross map (A, B)
The strong composition is defined as follows: given f : (A 1 , B 1 ) − → B 2 and g : (A 2 , B 2 ) − → C bounded by p and q, respectively, their composite is defined f (a 1 , b 1 ) ) and is bounded by p + q as:
The identity cross maps i A : 1 × A → A are given by second projection and are bounded by 0. 2 3 Affine structure, products and coproducts
The X-strong categories we are interested in here have much more structure: the player category is affine closed 10 with products and coproducts. This section describes how this structure is defined for X-strong categories and gives the corresponding fibrational interpretation. Finally, the corresponding structure in R-sized sets is described.
Recall that if we wish to capture Bellantoni and Cook's or Leivant's system of PTIME we would have to forgo the closure at this stage. As mentioned in the introduction we include closure in order to obtain a more expressive recursion principle.
Interpretation in X-strong categories
An X-strong category Y is affine closed in case Y = (Y, ⊗, , 1) is affine closed and this structure extends to the module:
These must satisfy the equations:
• The tensor product is an X-strong bifunctor:
• The tensor product must behave well with the module structure:
• For the closed structure:
An X-strong category Y is cartesian in case Y = (Y, ×, 1) is cartesian and the cartesian structure extends to cross maps as well:
These must satisfy the following equations:
• f, g π 0 = f , f, g π 1 = g, and hπ 0 , hπ 1 = h.
• The terminal object satisfies: for any cross map f :
An X-strong category Y has coproducts in case the categories X and Y have coproducts which are distributive with respect to the product in X and with respect to the tensor in Y (this latter is forced if Y is closed affine). This means there is a (strength) map d :
which is inverse to the natural map in the reverse direction. In addition we require that the coproducts work across the module in two ways:
It is worth mentioning that we have not demanded that the products in Y distribute over the coproducts. This is quite deliberate as, although it is a very natural requirement, letting higher-order types distribute over products allows the expression of PSPACE complete problems; this is explained further in [20] and is based on an observation of Hofmann [11] . This distributive law, however, is present in the example based on R-sized sets -this should be expected as they are at least a PSPACE setting.
The fibrational interpretation
Products and coproducts can, of course, be defined at the 2-categorical level by demanding left and right adjoints to the diagonal X-strong functor. The above presentation is a more explicit but equivalent formulation. The functorial presentation, however, has the advantage that it can be transported along the 2-functor which preserves products: and bun is of this form. This leads to (part of) the following equivalent fibrational statement:
Proposition 3.1 Let Y be an affine closed X-strong category with products and coproducts. Then the corresponding fibration p : Y − → X is fibered affine closed and has fibered products and coproducts. This means that each of the fibers is an affine closed category possessing products and coproducts, and this structure is preserved on the nose by the reindexing functors.
Proof. (Sketch:) In the fiber over X ∈ X the products are given by:
The terminal object in p −1 (X) is (X, 1) and the unique map to it from any object (X, Y ) is of just (1 X , ! Y ).
Similarly, if an X-strong category Y has coproducts, then so do the fibers in the corresponding fibration:
The affine closed structure lifts similarly:
Finally, we note that the cartesian maps are of the form (X 1 , Y ) − → (X 2 , Y ) with the second component fixed, thus, the reindexing functors preserve all of this structure strictly.
It follows that the total category Y is itself cartesian (as the fibration is fibered cartesian and the base is cartesian). However, it does not, in general, inherit the coproduct structure.
The interpretation in R-sized sets
In order to describe this additional structure in R-sized sets it is necessary to assume that the size rig R has infima for all non-empty sets and these are preserved by the operations. Note that this means that the maximum of any two elements in the rig can be defined by max(a, b) := inf{c | a, b ≤ c} as a + b ∈ {c | a, b ≤ c}. Note that both N and R ≥0 are still examples. With this additional assumption on R, we have:
Proof. The tensor structure on R-sized sets is defined as follows. Given α : A → R and β : B → R define
The tensor product of maps f :
) and is bounded by the sum of the constant bounds for f and g. The tensor is affine as the tensor unit is the same as the terminal object.
Given α : A − → R and β : B − → R, the internal hom is defined by α β : C(A, B) − → R, where C(A, B) is the set of constant R-sized maps from A to B, and
. This is bounded by the same constant c ∈ R as:
The evaluation map ev : (A B) × A − → B is given by ev(f, a) = f (a) and is bounded as there exists a constant c ∈ R such that:
For each R-sized set X define C X (A, B) to be the collection of functions f : X × A − → B such that there exists p ∈ R[x] satisfying, for all a ∈ A and x ∈ X, β(f (x, a)) ≤ p(ξ(x)) + α(a). As before, arbitrary infima in R are required to assign a size to elements of C X (A, B) and to make this into an internal hom object. 2
We now turn to the product structure for this example:
Proof. Given R-sized sets α : A − → R and β : B − → R, their cartesian product is given by the function 
All of the equations are satisfied because they are satisfied in the underlying set-theoretic interpretation. 2
Notice the diagonal map d : A − → A ⊗ A is not in general bounded by a constant, so the tensor product and the cartesian product are not isomorphic in R-Set const . However, the two are isomorphic in the category R-Set poly , as the diagonal can be bounded by the polynomial 2x ∈ R [x] . by d(a, (i, b)) = (i, (a, b) ), is trivially bounded and is an isomorphism. Given cross maps A × B 1 − → C and A × B 2 − → C, bounded by p + c 1 and q + c 2 , respectively, the cotuple map f |g : |g (a, (l, b)) = f (a, b) and f |g (a, (r, b)) = g(a, b) and is again bounded by p + q + max(c 1 , c 2 ) . 2
Lifting and comprehension
An X-strong category has a "lifting" if there is an X-strong functor from the player category Y to the opponent category X which satisfies certain properties. Lifting plays an important role in the recursion principle described in the next section. It also has an appealing fibrational interpretation as it corresponds to the bundle fibration having "comprehension".
Lifting in X-strong categories
We say that the module has a lift if for each Y ∈ Y there is an object ↑ (Y ) ∈ X and a module map (↑ (Y ), 1)
n n n n n n n n n n n n n n commute. The combinator is an operation which takes certain cross maps to X-maps. We can define an operation in the other direction by g = (g, 1) Y . Then the following equations are easy consequences of the definition:
We also have ((x, 1)hy) = xh ( y) .
Proposition 4.1 Lifting defines an
X-strong functor ↑ (−) : Y − → X defined by Y →↑ (Y ) and y : Y 1 → Y 2 → ( Y 1 y) .
Proof. The identity is preserved as
Composition is preserved as:
This shows that we have a mere functor from Y to X. To show it is X-strong we must define it on cross maps: Given a cross map h : (X,
. First we show that this behaves correctly with the module structure:
Next we show that this preserves the identity and module composition. For the identity we have:
which is the identity in X considered an X-strong category. Next we check that it preserves the module composition:
Lifting in fibrations: comprehension
Recall that a fibration p : Y → X, which has the terminal object functor T : X − → Y, admits comprehension if this functor has a right adjoint [8] . Proof. Let Y be an X-strong category with a lift operator. Then there is a functor R : Y − → X defined by R(X, Y ) = X× ↑ (Y ) and R(x, h) = π 0 x, (h; ) . We claim that this is right adjoint to the terminal object functor T : X − → Y, defined by T (X) = (X, 1) and T (x) = (x, !). I.e. that there is a bijection:
The unit and counit of the adjunction are:
These are certainly natural transformations so it remains to verify the adjunction equations:
This completes the proof. 
Lifting in R-sized sets
Lifting has a very simple interpretation in the category of R-sized sets. 
Polarized operators and "comprehended" recursion
Data types in this setting correspond to "comprehended" initial fixed points for polarized operators. Polarized operators are more than X-strong functors as they also act on cross maps:
A peculiarity of the (initial) fixed point calculus in his setting is that inductive data (i.e. fixed point data) does not in general supply material from which one can build more inductive data. This is because inductive data does not, in general, organize itself into a polarized operator.
The recursion principle which we present here is the "circular" principle due to Varmo Vene [22] and Luigi Santocanale [21] . It is based on using a "circular" combinator to determine maps from inductive types. From the programming perspective this is quite natural as the style is similar to a definition by recursion.
We show below that this circular recursion principle, when the player world is affine closed, is equivalent to a more usual looking initial algebra principle. Of course, one can also use the circular recursion principle when the player world is not affine closed: the result is a scheme which is strictly more expressive than the initial algebra scheme as it has some "built-in" higher-order.
We illustrate the recursion principle by using it to count the leaves of a (Hofmann) tree and to build an exponential (Leivant) tree.
Polarized operators
A polarized operator F on an X-strong category consists of a pair of strong functors 
satisfying various natural conditions. In the unary case these are:
• F o and F p are X-strong functors;
• When there is a lift, lifting must preserve the polarized in the sense that there is a strong natural isomorphism γ F such that:
In the initial settings it is usually the case that every object in the opponent world is actually a lifted player object. In such settings the polarized operators are completely determined by the player side. Thus, the specification of these operators in the player world is often the crucial aspect.
Below we list the polarized operators which are always present:
(ii) The tensor product in Y and the product in X form a polarized operator.
(iii) The product in Y and the product in X form a polarized operator.
(iv) The coproduct in Y and coproduct in X form a polarized operator (this is why we required lifting to preserve coproducts).
Polarized operators compose as operations on a polarized strong category. Thus, further examples can be generated from the above basic examples. Thus, any "polynomial polarized operator", generated by +, ×, ⊗ and constants, is a polarized operator.
The circular recursion principle
Let F be an n-ary polarized operator on a polarized strong category Y. A circular combinator, c[ ] is a pair of assignments:
in which X, B and D are fixed and called respectively the opponent context, the player context, and the base. This data is a combinator in the sense that it satisfies: 
Proof. Given such a map g define the circular combinator by:
Conversely take:
A polarized inductive data type in an affine polarized strong category for a polarized operator F is a fixed point µy.F p (y) of F p , that is, there is an isomorphism:
cons : Proof. Let F (Z) = F 1 (Z) + · · · + F k (Z) be a polarized operator generated by constants, coproducts, products and tensors in disjunctive normal formwhich makes sense, in this setting, as both products and tensors distribute over coproducts. Such a functor always has a fixed point in Sets, F * , which is the free algebra generated by the constructors cons i . The size φ : Each constructor increases the size of its input by 1, so they are certainly maps in the player category. The map cons above is the cotuple of these constructors, and so it too is bounded by a size increase of 1. The inverse map is non-size increasing and so is also in R-Set const . This shows that this object is a fixed point in R-Set const .
It is convenient, in order to bound the recursion principle to use the transformation of proposition 5.1 and derive the size bounds from the fixed point form of the map. This then has to be evaluated to obtain the map we actually want. It suffices to show we can polynomially bound the map fold recursively for the programs in the player world, has type inference, and supports both inductive and coinductive data. Coinductive data has destruction which is constant time, and thus, like the closed structure discussed in this document, is completely in the player world. The inductive data is essentially as discussed here (although a slightly more powerful recursion principle is used).
One can easily program PTIME Turing machines in this languiage: thus, it is certainly PTIME complete. If the distributive law for products over coproducts is assumed for all data, then QSAT can be programmed (following the observation of Hofmann). Thus this language is also PSPACE complete. The arguments for soundness are by structural induction: they show first that the language (with the distributive law) is PSPACE sound and second that, if one drops the distributive law (for higher-order, coinductive, and universal types), that the language is PTIME sound (PTIME completeness is not affected).
An interesting aspect of the settings discussed here is that they do provide a native notion of equality of maps because the (inductive) data types come packaged with the universal property discussed above. Thus, this means the initial settings come with a term logic with a native notion of equality and it would be interesting to know how this relates to the various logics [12] which have been considered already for expressing PTIME and PSPACE.
